
Product Reference(Barcode):
MBIEQ8004(5034109669474)
MBIEQ9006(5034109669481)

QUADRANT SHOWER ENCLOSURE
           INSTALLATION MANUAL
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Two people are needed. Please note : although these





-Insert U-shaped clips (D3) into the top and bottom rails (A2a & A2b). 
Fix with screws ST4x10 (G3), and put cover caps on.
-Cut the splash seal (H2) into two suitable lengths and 
push onto the top and bottom of the fixed side panel (C2). 
Note that the seals should be fitted so that the taller side of the seal faces 
the outside of the enclosure (see diagram below).
-Fix top and bottom rails (A2a & A2b) into the fixed side panels (C2) with screws ST3.5x35 (E3).



Fit the shower tray in the required position, in accordance with the instructions provided with it. 
If the shower tray is not needed, please choose a suitable flooring area, 
where you want the enclosure to be.
Insert the wall profiles (B2) onto the fixed side panels (C2). 
Place the fixed side panels on the tray/floor.

bottom
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-Place the wall profiles back to the marked area.
-Mark the drill points via pre-drilled holes of wall profiles.
-Drill the holes in the wall with Ø6mm drill bit in 35mm depth. 
Use rubber mallet to insert wall plugs (I3) into the holes.
-Fix the wall profiles to the wall with the screws ST4x25 and plastic screw washers (F3),
clip the screw covers on.



-Drill holes with Ø3mm drill bit in 5mm depth on wall profiles (B2).
Do not drill through the profiles, otherwise it will damage the profile’s surface.
Fix with the screws ST4x10 and plastic screw washers (H3), clip the screw covers on.
Insert vertical seals (F2) onto the side panels, and cut into suitable lengths.





-To fit the left and right hand doors (D2 & E2) into the top and bottom rails
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